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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (a(n)) be a given strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers. 
When it appears, cc(O) is always 0. The sequence (a(n)) is said to be 
lacunary if there exists 6 > 1 such that a(n + 1) ~ ’ a(n) > 6 for all n E N. Let 
(x,) be the sequence of functions on the set of non-negative real numbers, 
denoted by R, , whichisgivenbyx,,,-,(t)=lforOdt<cr(n),x,,-,(t)=O 
for t 2 cc(n), and x2,,(t) = maximum(O, a(n) - t). It is proved that (x,) is a 
basic sequence in Lp(R+), where 1 <p < co, if and only if (U(H)) is 
lacunary. In this case, ( Ilx,/l; ’ x,,) is equivalent to the standard basis for Ip. 
An application of these results is given to characterizing certain functions 
in L2(R +) or L2(0, n) whose Fourier cosine transforms are piecewise 
linear. In particular, it is proved that if D, and F,, respectively denote the 
Dirichlet and Fejer kernels of order n, and if the sequence (a(n)) consists 
of integers such that a(n) - cc(n - 1) 2 2 for all n, then the condition 
that (a(n)) be lacunary is equivalent to the condition that 
C,“= 1 (~,,cx(n)-“~D,~,,, + &a(n) “2F,t,j) is convergent in L2(0, 7~) if and 
only if both c, de I’. In this case, the functions f which are the sums of 
such series are precisely those functions f in L2(0, rc) whose Fourier cosine 
transforms fC are piecewise linear in the following sense: for each n E N, 
there is a scalar 0, such that f‘(j+ l)-f((j)=0,,, for all 
jE {u(n- l), cr(n- l)+ 1, . . . . r(n)- 2f. Note that in the present context, 
the Fourier cosine transform of f~L’(0, Z) is given by YJn) = 
n ~ I s; cos ntf( t) dt for n E Z + Because the Dirichlet and Fejer kernels are 
even functions, these results may easily be formulated in terms of Fourier 
transforms and even functions in L2( -71, rc). 
These results belong to a general class of results which concerns 
lacunary phenomena in basis theory and in non-harmonic Fourier analysis 
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[I, p. 107; 2; 3; 5). Some of the results presented here were announced in 
[6]. A suitable general reference on basis theory and non-harmonic 
Fourier series is [7]. 
2. PIECEWISE LINEAR FUNCTIONS 
Let (a(n)) be given as in the Introduction, and let 1 <p < co. A Banach 
subspace PL(p, H) of Lp(R+) is defined as follows: f~ PL(p, a) means 
that f~ LJ’([w+ ), f= 0 on n;=, [cc(n), co), and, upon each interval 
[a(n - I), a(n)), f is th e restriction of some polynomial function of degree 
at most one. Let PLC(p, E) denote those functions in PL(p, a) which are 
continuous, and let PC(p, a) denote those functions in PL(p, a) which are 
constant on each interval [cc(n - l), a(n)). Both PLC(p, CI) and PC(p, a) 
are Banach subspaces of PL(p, 01). Note that if u,“= 1 [O, cc(n)) = R + , then 
PLC(p, u.) n PC(p, lx) = {O}. 
The first main result in this section is that (a(n)) is lacunary if and only 
if PL( p, a) is the direct sum of PLC( p, c() and PC( p, a). Some preliminary 
notation and results are required. 
Let I, = a( and for H E N let Z, = [CC(H - I), a(n)). If n E N, functions @,, 
~5; are defined on R, by 
@n(t) = 
a(n)-r 
a(n) - a(n - 1)’ 
for t EZ,, 
@i(t) = 
t-a(n- 1) 
a(n) - a(n - 1)’ 
for teZ,, 
and 
CD;(t) = 0, for t#I,. 
The function @b is defined to be 0. Let p E [ 1, a). If n E N, z, is then 
defined by 
z,,= (p+ l)“PC+l-“P (@L-* + @,). 
Two preiiminary lemmas concerning op,, @i, and z, are needed. 
LEMMA 1. Let l<p<co and let C,=inf{(l+t)-l(l+tP+l): 
0 =G t G 11. Then far all scalars a, 6, 
Ci’p(p+ l))‘@ (cl(n)-a(n- 1))“” max(\a\, lb\) 
< IlaP, + bds~ll, d (a(n) - a(n - l))l’” max( Ial, lbl). 
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Proof For real scalars a, b, Lemma 1 is essentially proved in 
Lemma 4.3 of [S], but the right hand side of the present inequality is an 
improvement of the result given there. This improvement is obtained by an 
obvious refinement of the proof given in [S]. Once the inequality is estab- 
lished for real scalars, it is easily seen to hold for complex scalars. 
Remarks. (1) Each inequality in Lemma 1 is sharp. 
(2) Results from [S] are used at several points in this paper. In I.51 
the results are stated in terms of even functions on [w and a minor adjust- 
ment may be needed to apply these results to the present context of 
functions on iw + . 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 <p < CD. If d is a sequence qf scalars, let 
M(d)= f (a(n)-a(n-l))max 
,1 = 1 
$$,s). 
Then the following hold. 
(i) (zn) is a basic for PLC(p, ct); 
(ii) C,“=, d,,z, converges in PLC(p, ~1) if and only ifM(d) < cn, and 
in this case, 
C;“‘(M(d))“” ,< 
and 
,< (p + l)‘%W(d)“p; 
P 
(iii) if (a(n)) is lacunary, C,“=, d,,z, converges in PLC(p, a) if and 
only if dEfP, and in this case, if we let y(a)=inf{cc(n + l)cr(n)-’ : nE N) 
and D,(B) = min(2”, (p + l)( 1 + y(x)-‘)), then 
Proof. Lemma 2 is essentially proved in [S], where Theorem 4.1 
implies (i). Note that if (u(n)) is lacunary, then y(cr) > 1. The proof of 
Lema 4.4 in [S], where suitably modified using the present Lemma 1 in 
place of Lemma 4.3 in [S], now yields (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Let PL,,(p, LX) denote the functions in PL(p, a) which are zero on 
U”= , n+l I,. Let PC,(p, tl) denote those functions fin PL,(p, a) such that, 
for each 1 <j< n, f is constant on Z,. Let PLC,(p, tl) denote those func- 
tions which are in both PL,(p, c() and PLC(p, a). The vector space 
PL,(p, a) has dimension 2n and it is the direct sum of PC,,(p, r~) and 
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PLC,(p, N). A basis for PC,(p, M) consists of the functions x(Zj), for 
1 <<j,< IZ, where X(A) denotes the characteristic function of the set A. 
A basis for PLC,(p, a) consists of the functions zj, for 1 <j < n. There is 
a unique linear projection from PL,(p, CI) onto PLC,(p, a) whose kernel 
is PC,(p, a). 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 <p< co and p-l +q-‘=l. Forn~N defineg,on R, 
by 
s,(t) = 09 if f41,, 
and 
g,(t) = (q + 1)“” (a(n) - a(n - 1))) “+“y’(2t-a(n-1)-a(n)), for tEZ,. . 
Then for nE N, the linear projection 71, from PL(p, a) onto PLC,(p, a) 
whose kernei is PC,(p, a) is given by, for f E PL,(p, a), 
%l(f) = 
-6 
(p+1)1~p(q+1)1~9 
Proof: Let, for icz N, 
A,=l g,(t)z,(dt= - 
4 
B, = s 1, gi(t)zi+, dt = ('  l"';('+ l)"'(&)l'p 
Now let 
p,(f)= i A,:’ j”I,fWni(t)dt 
> 
zi, for $6 PL(p, a). 
i= 1 
As sI, gi(t) dt =O, we see that the kernel of pn contains PC,(p, a). If 
f E PLC,(p, c(), there are scalars d, , d,, . . . . d, so that f = C:=, dizj. For such 
anf; 
P,(f)= i (di+A,“Btdi+,)zi, where d, + 1 = 0, 
i= 1 
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where M is the linear transformation from R” into R” whose standard 
matrix is D = (d,), Ci,iSn, and 
4, = 0, if i>j or j>i+ 1, 
4, = 1, if i=j, 
and 
d,=A;‘B,= --a(i)‘l”u(j+ 1) -‘I”, if j=i+l. 
The matrix D is invertible, so A4 is invertible on KY. Thus, the restriction 
of P,~ to PLC,(p, CI) is invertible. Denote this inverse by 11, and let 
rr,, = ~1, cp,,. We see that the kernel of rr, contains PC,(p, cw). Also x,(f) =A 
for f~ PLC,(p, a). Now PL,(p, a) has dimension 2n, and the range of rr,, 
is PLC,(p, c(), which has dimension n. Thus, the kernel of rr,, has dimension 
n and contains PC,(p, z). Hence, the kernel of rc, equals PC,(p, a), so that 
7~,, is the required projection. 
The inverse of D is the matrix (bi,)lG,jG,,, where b,=O if i>j and 
b 1, = x(i)‘~Pcc(j))“p if id j. Thus, an explicit formula for rr,, is given by 
x,(f)= i i b,A,-I 1 f(t)g,(t)dt 
( 1 
zi. 
I=1 i=r fi 
Upon simplification, using the formulas for b, and A,, this reduces to the 
required expression for z,,. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Remark. The lemma may also be proved directly from the formula 
for 71,. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 <p < a. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (cc(n)) is lacunary; 
(ii) there is a bounded linear projection from PL(p, ~1) onto PLC(p, 2) 
whose kernel equals PC(p, c(); and 
(iii) PL(p, K) is the direct sum of PC(p, a) and PLC(p, u). 
Proof: Let p-’ +q-’ = 1 and let gi, Ai, and B; be as in the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
Assume that (a(n)) is lacunary. Then, if f E PL(p, c(), 
<<(p+ 1)-l’” (q+ l)-liu (1 -y(x)-‘)-“’ 
x(,+?, (1,. IfW’d~)(~,,~ lg.,ol”di!“Yjl~p 
~6(p+l)-“‘p(q+l)-“y(1-y(a)-‘~PlIf~~,, as I/g,ll, = 1. 
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Thus, it follows from (iii) of Lemma 2, that if v is defined by 
then this series converges in PLC(p, c(), and v is a bounded linear operator 
from PL(p, E) into PLC(p, cc). In the case where fe PLC(p, a), using (i) 
and (iii) of Lemma 2, there is ~EIP so that f=C,“=r d,,z,. In this case 
v(f)= f (d,+~,~‘W,+,)z,, 
n=l 
= ,,;, ((I+ S)(d)),z,, 
where Z is the identity operator on Ip and 
LWh,=-C’QG+,, for dEIP and izeN. 
Now S is a bounded operator on lp and 
//SIJ=supfIA, lB,I :nEN/, 
= sup{cc(n)‘lPCl(n + l)-‘lp : NE N}, 
=y(&)-‘lp, 
< 1, as (cf.(n)) is lacunary. 
Hence, Z+ S is a bounded invertible operator on lp. Now (iii) of Lemma 2 
implies that PLC(p, c() is isomorphic to IP, and it is thus easy to deduce 
that the restriction of v to PLC(p, CI) is a bounded invertible operator on 
PLC(p, cx). Denote the inverse of this restriction of v by 2, and let rr = /z 0 v. 
Then rc is a bounded linear projection from PL(p, a) onto PLC(p, a). 
As JIn g,(t) dt = 0, it follows from the definition of v that the kernel of v 
contains PC(p, CI). Hence the kernel of 7-c ontains PC(p, CI). Conversely, if 
rr(f)=O, then v(f) =O, and it follows from the definition of v and (i) of 
Lemma 2 that sin f(t) g,(t) dt = 0, for all n E N. However, on I,, f is equal 
to f3g, + t,4, for some scalars 0, $. Hence, 8 = 0, andf= $ on Z,. This proves 
that fcs PC(p, a), so we see that PC(p, M) contains the kernel of rc. Hence 
PC(p, a) equals the kernel of x, so rc satisfies (ii). This proves that (i) 
implies (ii). 
Conversely, now assume that (ii) holds, and let rt be the projection from 
PL(p, cc) onto PLC(p, c() whose kernel equals PC(p, a). Let K, = iJ:=, I,, 
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for n E N. If fE PLC(p, a), let v,(f) be the function in PLC,(p, cx) deter- 
mined by the conditions 
va-) =f on K-,, 
and 
vn(f) = 0 on 54+--K,, 
Then v,, is a linear projection from PLC(p, a) onto PLC,(p, a), and it 
follows from Lemma 1 that \I,~ is bounded. Let 7t:, = vnc rc. Then rck is a 
bounded linear projection from PL(p, LX) onto PLC,(p, z) and the kernel of 
$, contains PC(p, ~1). Thus, the restriction of rc; to PL,(p, c() is a projection 
from PL,(p, a) onto PLC(p, a) whose kernel contains PC,(p, a). As in the 
proof of Lemma 3, we deduce that the kernel of this restriction of rc:, to 
PLJp, a) is PC,(p, @), so this restriction of rci is the projection rc, in 
Lemma 3. Hence 11rcJ 6 l/r&/l, for all n E FV. 
Now observe that iffE PL(p, cc), 
ll7w) - Wll, = lIvn(C)) - 4f)llp 
UP 
I(vn(a3) - 4f))(f)l” dt + J lWX~)l p dt 
6 (a(n) - an - 1)) lw”)(~(~))l” + j”R 14f)(t)lp dt > 
+ ~ Kn ) 
‘lP 
by Lemma 1, 
J,n 14f.)(l)lpdt+~R OK l~UW’dr)l’p~ 
+ n 
by Lemma 1, 
< (p + l)‘W,“P > 
UP 
IWIt)lP dt . 
Hence, lim, _ 3L‘ n:(f) = rc(f), for allfE PL(p, IX). By the uniform bounded- 
ness principle, there is a constant K so that, for all n E N, iln;ll <K. Thus, 
1)7t,I/ <K, for all HEN. 
Let g; be the function given by 
g;(t)=(p+l)“P(cc(n)-cc(n-l)) ~“+“pq2t-a(n-1)-cr(n)), 
for t E I,,, 
and 
g:(t) = 0, for t$ I,,. 
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Then Ij g611 D = 1, g, E PL,(p, rx) if r < n, and 
I ,,g~(l)gj(t)dt=33’(~+1)““(~+1)““6~~ for i,j~N. 
We now have, for n > Y, 
=2(c((r)-cl(r- 1)))“” 
II 
$i a(~)“~ zi1~ , by Lemma 3, 
P 
22(x(r)-a(r- l)))lipCk’P i (x(i)-~(i- 1)) 
( 1 
l” 
i= 1 
by (ii) of Lemma 2, 
=2CY(l -‘Y(T- l)a(r)-‘))“P, 
P 
true for all r E N. 
Hence (cl(n)) is lacunary. This proves that (ii) implies (i). 
Finally, observe that (ii) implies (iii), and by the closed graph theorem, 
(iii) implies (ii), so (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Remark. If (x(n)) is lacunary, it is possible to obtain an estimate for 
((~11 in terms of y(a). In fact, 
2CL’P(l -y(a)-‘))“P< 117111 
<6(p+ l)-“” (q+ l))l’y (D,(~))2’pC,“p(1 -y(c~)‘))~‘~ 
x (1 -l/(U) l’P))‘. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 <p < CC and for n E N let 
u,,-l(l)=~(n)-“p, for O<t<a(n), 
u2n-~(t)=0, for f>cc(n), 
u*,(t) = a)- (’ + “qrx(n) - t), for 0 < t < u(n), 
and 
u2,(t) = 0, .for f 2 a(n). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (a(n)) is lacunary; 
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(ii) (u,,) is a basisfor PL(p, c(); and 
(iii) if C,y= i d,,u,, converges in PL(p, a), then dE lp. 
When these conditions hold, (u,) is equivalent to the standard basis in lp. 
Proof. In Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 of [S], it is proved that (a(n)) is 
lacunary if and only if (Us,, ~, ) is a basis for PC(p, a) and ( uZn) is a basis 
for PLC(p, a), and that, in this case, each of these bases is equivalent o the 
standard basis in lp. 
Now if (cc(n)) is lacunary, these results, together with (iii) of Theorem 1, 
enable us to deduce that (u,,) is a basis for PL(p, x) which is equivalent to 
the standard basis for 1”. Conversely, if (u,) is a basis for PL(p, c1), then 
(u*,, 1) is a basis for PC(p, a) (and (u,,) is a basis for PLC(P, a)) so by 
Theorem 3.1 in [5], (a(n)) is lacunary. This proves that (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent, and that each of these implies (iii). 
Now assume that (a(n)) is not lacunary, and note that 
IIU 2llf I -~~,,~~~~~=((1-cc(n)“~a(n+1)~‘~~)~+(1-~(n)~(n+1)~‘))“~. 
It follows that there is a strictly increasing sequence (p(n)) in FV so that 
p(n+ l)>p(n)+ 1, for all n, and 
5 lIU2p(n,+ 1 - UZP(,I) ~ I II p < 03. 
n=l 
Now let bE cO but b$lP, and define (d,,) by 
4, = 0, if n$ (j {~P(A- 1,2p(j)+ I}, 
/=I 
and 
d 2p(n) - 1 = -4p(,z,+1 =b,, for all n E N. 
Then de co, and it follows that C,“= i d,u, is convergent in PL(p, a). 
However, as d$ lp, we see that (iii) fails. Hence if (i) fails, so does (iii). We 
see that (iii) implies (i), and that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
If ,fc L2( R + ), the Fourier cosine transform fc off is given on R + by 
x.(s) = ,/ j-R cos stf( t) dt. 
+ 
Then IljJj z = jifji 2 and (x), =f, for all fc L*( R + ). 
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THEOREM 3. Let (u,) be the sequence in L2(R + ) given by 
~~,,~~(t)=cr(n)~“*t~‘sina(n)t, 
and 
u2n(t)=a(n))3’2tt2 sin2 2-‘a(n)t, ,for tER+ and nEN 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (a(n)) is lacunary; 
(ii) (II,) is basic in L’((R+); and 
(iii) if C,“= 1 d, v,, converges in L2( R + ), then d E I*. 
Furthermore, when these conditions hold, the following conditions also hold. 
(iv) C,“= , d, v, converges in L2( R + ) if and only tf d E I 2; and 
(v) a function in L2(R+) is of the form C,“=, d,v, for some dE I’, if 
and only tf its Fourier cosine transform belongs to PL(2, tl). 
Proof Take p = 2 in Theorem 2. Then Use-, = (n/2)“’ (~2,)~ and 
V 2n = (748)” c),. The equivalence of (i) to (iii), and the fact that these 
conditions imply (iv), are thus a consequence of Theorem 2 and 
Plancherel’s theorem for the Fourier cosine transform. If (a(n)) is lacunary 
and f E L2(R + ), by Theorem 2, we see that ,fC E PL(2, a) if and only if 
u?c=Z,Z, d,u,, for some de 12. By taking Fourier cosine transforms on A 
each side of this equation and using the inversion formula v’),. =,f, we see 
that this is equivalent to saying that f = C,;- i de(c),, and it follows that 
(i) implies (v). 
3. THE DUAL SETTING 
In this section, I,,, @,, and @L denote the same set and functions defined 
at the beginning of Section 2. Let LIN(Z,,) denote those functions on R, 
which are linear polynomials on I,, and which are zero on R + - I,,. Then 
LZN(Z,) is a vector space and @,,, CDL form a basis for it. Linear functionals 
p,*, PL:, are defined on LZN(Z,,) by letting 
f=Pn(f)@‘,t+/uf)@c, for f~ LZN(Z,). 
LEMMA 4. Let 1 <p < cx) be given, and consider LIN(Z,) as a Banach 
subspace of Lp(R+). Then u, and p; form a basis for the dual space of 
LUV( I,,), and 
/IpJ = llp;ll = C;‘Ip(p+ 1)“” (a(n)-cr(n- l))-‘;p, zj- ldp<m, 
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and 
lIPnIl = IMI = 19 if p=CO. 
Proof: It is obvious that p, and PLI, form a basis for LZN(Z,)*. If 
1 <p < co, the remainder follows from the left hand inequality in Lemma 1, 
together with the fact that this inequality is sharp. When p = cc, it is 
obvious that 11~,,11 = j/pQ = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let ldp-ccc and let p-‘+q-‘=l. Then there is a 
bounded linear projecton II from Lp( R + ) onto PL(p, (x) such that 
7L*(PL(p, a)*) = PL(q, CC). 
Proof: Consider the case when 1 <p < CO. As LZN(Z,,) is two dimen- 
sional, there exist f,, f; E LZN(Z,) so that 
Uf)= j" f(t)fi,(t) dt and 
1" 
d,(f= j f(t)fXt)dt> 
for al: ,f~ LZN(Z,). 
Considering LZN(Z,,) as a Banach subspace of Lp(R +), we extend p,,, 11; 
from LZN(Z,,) to Lp(R+) by letting 
L(f) = ~Inf(tM,(r) dt and ~"l(.f)=~,,~f(r)fl(t) & for feLP(R+t). 
Note that A,(f) = &(x(Z,) f ), l&(f) = iL(x(Z,) f ), /I,, and 2; are in 
Lp(~+)*, and that ll~,l/ = IIU = lIf,ll,= IlfA,. 
Now for n E N and f E LZN(Z,), let 
Ilflly.n=~~~ [I,,f(Mr)dt~ :g~LWLbnd llg,~l}. 
ii 
Then II . II y,n is a norm on LZN(Z,). In particular, on LZN(Z,), /I. IIY and 
II dlq,, are equivalent norms as LZN(Z,) is two dimensional, so we may 
choose 6 > 0 so that 
llf l/q66 Ilf llq,l, for all f e LZN( I, ). 
We now define T, : LZN(Z,,) -+ LZN(Z,) by letting, for f E LZN(Z,,), 
(T,,f)(u)=f((a(n)-a(n-l))cc(l)~'U+C((n-l)), for 0 < u < a( 1 ), 
and 
(Tnf)(u)=O, for u>~(l). 
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It follows by routine calculation that 
Ilfll,=~(1)~““(~(~)-~(~- 1))“” lKflly, for all fE LZN(Z,), 
and 
llfll,,,=~(l)~“Y(~(~)--a(~-))“~ llT,2flly,L for fdIN(I,). 
We now have, from the preceding observations, 
IVnlI = IIU = Ilfnllq~ 
=ci(l))l’~(cl(n)-Qz- 1))“Y ~p-JJy, 
< 6c((l) -‘ly (a(n) -cc(n- 1))“” llTnfnllq,, 
= 6 Ilfnlly,rt~ 
= 6 lIPAl> 
=6C;‘(p+ 1)“” (a(n)-a(n- l))-““, by Lemma 4. 
Hence, iffeLP(R+), 
f, IlUf)@, +&(f Pm; 
G f (a(n)-a(n-l))max(I;l,(f)lP, IUflf) , 
( 
byLemma 1, 
n=l ! 
~~pc,'(P+ l)(Ji, (jI" IfWdi)). 
=@q(P+ 11 llfll::. 
From this, we deduce that if we let 
n(f)= F (4,(f)@,, + Wf)W for fELP(R+), 
n = I 
then this series converges in LP(R+), and rc is a bounded linear operator 
from LP( R + ) into PL(p, a) whose norm is at most SC; ““(p + 1 )‘lP. Also, 
iffepUp, a), 
Thus, 7~ is a bounded linear projection from LP(R+ ) onto PL(p, c(). 
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If pE((PL(p, m))* andfELP(R+), 
(n*(P))(f) = P(Nf)), 
313 
where this series converges. Because f,, fk are concentrated on I,, and 
because the sets I,, are pairwise disjoint, it follows easily from the uniform 
boundedness principle that C,“= 1 (p( @,) f, + p( @A) fk) converges in 
PL(q, c() and that its sum is equal to x*(p). Hence n*(PL(p, (x))*c 
PL(q, CI). On the other hand, as 7~ is a projection, z*(PL(p, a)*) is closed 
in PL(q, a). Letting O,, 0; respectively denote the restrictions of i,,, 1: to 
PL(p, CI), it is easy to see that x*(0,) =f, and x*(0L)=f;. Consequently, 
n*(PL(p, a)*) contains the dense subset of PL(q, a) which consists of finite 
linear combinations of functions in {fi, f;, f2, f ;, . ..}. We deduce that 
x*(PL(p, a)*) = PL(q, a), as required. 
When p = 1, q = co, and the proof proceeds on the lines above, but with 
modifications needed in discussing the range of rc*. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let 1 < q < CO. For ,f e Ly(R + ) and n E N, let 
s 
x(n) 
(A(f ))2n- 1 = 44”“- l o f(t)& 
s 
z(n) 
(‘w))*n = ~wy-* (4n)-t)f(t)dt. 
0 
Then (cc(n)) is lacunary if and only if A is a bounded linear operator from 
Ly(R+) onto ly. When this is the case, the restriction of A to the subspace 
PL(q, a) of Lq(R +) is a bounded invertible operator from PL(q, a) onto lq. 
Proof: Using the notation of Theorem 2, observe that (A(f ))zn- 1 = 
sc f(t) u2n _ ‘(t) dt, and (A( f ))2n = 17 f (t)u2,(t) dr. Most of the first state- 
ment now follows from Theorem 2 and from an adaptation of Theorem 1 
in [4] (see Theorem 2.6 of [S]). If q= co and A(L”(R+))=I”, it may be 
deduced along the lines of Proposition 3.6 in [S], that (cc(n)) is lacunary. 
The second statement is a consequence of Theorem 4, together with an 
application of (2.13) in [S]. This completes the proof. 
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Remark. If (cc(n)) is lacunary, the operator A is the adjoint of the 
operator from Ip into Lp(R+ ) given by d-, C,“= 1 d,u,. Thus, Theorem 5 
may be regarded as the dual or adjoint form of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. rff E L*([w + ) and n E N, let 
and 
(B(f))2n = a(n)p3’2 Jom f(t)tr2 sin* 2-‘a(n)t dt. 
Then (a(n)) is lacunary if and only if A is a bounded operator from L2(R +) 
onto l*. In this case, the restriction of A to (fc :f~ PL(2, c()} is a bounded 
invertible operator whose range is I*. 
Proof. Take p = 2 in Theorem 5, take Fourier cosine transforms, and 
apply Plancherel’s theorem. 
4. DISCRETE RESULTS 
In this section, it will be assumed that (u(n)) is a given strictly increasing 
sequence of positive integers. We define a(0) to be 0. 
If J= {r, r + 1, . . . . s} is an interval of integers with s-r 2 1, a scalar 
sequence (d,, d, + 1, . . . . d,) defined on J is said to be linear on J if there is 
aconstantcsothatdj+,-dj=c,forj=r,r+1,...,s-1.Ifs-r=1,every 
sequence on J is linear. 
If a(n) - a(n - 1) > 2, for all n E N, and if 1 <p < cc is given, Banach sub- 
spaces PL,(p, c(), PCd(p, tx), and PLCd(p, tx) of lp( Z + ) are defined as 
follows. PL,(p, a) consists of all sequences in lp(Z+) which are linear 
on each interval {a(n- l), a(n- l)+ 1, . . . . a(n)- l}, for nE N. PC,(p, a) 
consists of all sequences in PL,(p, U) which are constant on each interval 
{cz(n - l), . . . . a(n) - 1 }, for n E N. PLC,(p, a) denotes those sequences in 
PL,(p, a) which are linear on each interval {a(n - l), . . . . a(n)}, for n E N. 
THEOREM 6. Let 1 <p < 00 and assume that a(n) - cc(n - 1) k 2, for all 
n E N. Let the sequence (w,) in lp(Z+) be given by 
wZn- ,(j) = a(n))‘lP, for 0 <j < u(n), 
W2n- I(j) = 0, for j 2 cc(n), 
w2,,(A = 0) - (’ + ‘lp’(a(n) -j), for 0 <j < a(n), 
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and 
w2rG) = 03 for j 2 cc(n). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (a(n)) is lacunary; 
(ii) PL,(p, a) is the direct sum of PCd(p, a) and PLC,(p, ~1); 
(iii) (w,) is a basis for PL,(p, a); and 
(iv) if C,“=, c,, w, converges in PL,(p, cx), then c E Ip. 
When these conditions hold, (w,,) is equivalent to the standard basis in lp. 
Prooj If c E PL,(p, E), a function T(c) is defined on 58 + by the condi- 
tions 
and 
(T(c))(j) = c,, forall FEZ,, 
T(c) is linear on [cr(j- l), cc(j)), for all Jo N. 
Note that lim,,gCj,- (T(c))(t)=2C,(j)-2-C,(j)-2, SO that T(C) may be 
discontinuous at x(j). Now 
s 
%,)I) I(T(c))(t)lPdt z,n - 1) 
I(T(c))(t)l”dr)+~‘(“’ I(T(c))(t)l” & 
s(n) ~ I 
6 ( C (max(lcjlP, Icj+ll")) 
+max(Ic,,,,-P, I~c,,,,,~~-c,,,)-~ In))? by Lemma 1, 
( 
cl(n) - 2 
~2.3~ C maX(ICjlP, Icj+llp) , 
j=z(n-I) > 
<22.3p ( y’ ,Cj,P). 
j=z(n-- I) 
Similarly, it can be proved that 
s 
z(n) 
l(T(c))(t)lPdtXP(p+ I)-’ 
Fx,n- I) 
( y-’ ,Cj,P). 
,=m(n-I) 
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From these inequalities, it is clear that T is a Banach space isomorphism 
from PL,(p, LX) onto PL(p, CI). Letting (u,) be as in Theorem 2, and 
observing that T(w,) = u, for all n E N, that T(PC,(p, 3)) = PC@, a), and 
that T(PLC,(p, a)) = PK’(p, a), we see that the equivalence of (i) to (iv) 
is a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. This proves Theorem 6. 
Remark. If cc(n)- a(n - 1) = 1, for some UEN, the terms of (w,) are 
dependent so that (i) would not imply (iii). It is possible to reword 
Theorem 6 to overcome the restriction on (a(n)), but at a sacrifice of 
elegance and simplicity. 
COROLLARY. Let 1 < q < co and let a(n) - a(n - 1) > 2, for all n. Let 
ali- 1 , = ~r(i)“~--l, for 1 <j<a(i), 
azi-, i=O, for j> a(i), 
a,i,i = cr(i)“” ‘(a(i) -j-t 1), for 1 <j<a(i), 
and 
a*, j = 03 for j > cc(i). 
Let A denote the operator obtained by multiplying by the matrix 
(ai,j)lGi,j<m. Then (u(n)) is lacunary tf and only zf A is a bounded operator 
,from ly onto Iy. 
Proof This can be deduced from Theorem 6 in a like manner to the 
deduction of the first part of Theorem 5 from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 7. Let u(n) - a(n - 1) B 2 for all n, and let, for t E (0, n) and 
nEFV(, 
x2n-,(t)=a(n)-1’2 (sin(a(n)- 1/2)t)/sin2-‘t, 
x,,(t) = cr(n)-3’2 (sin2 22’a(n)t)/sin* 2-‘t. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (a(n)) is Zacunary; 
(ii) (x,) is basic in L’(O, n); and 
(iii) C,“=, d,x, converges in L’(O, 7~) zf and only zf dE I*. 
When these conditions hold a function f in L’(O, z) is of the form 
C,“= I d,x,, for some de I*, tf and only tffc E PL,(2, a). 
Proof This is similar to that of Theorem 3, except that Theorem 6 is 
used instead of Theorem 2. 
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